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Introduction & Chapter 1
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Carefully read each statement and circle the T (for true) or F (for false). Each question is worth 5 points.
T

F

1. Several families that are related and share a common need to work together for survival are known as a
culture.

T

F

2. Anthropology is the scientific study of the remains of relics, artifacts, and even lost cities, to learn about
the way a people lived.

T

F

3. It is possible to determine by science whether the evolutionist or creationist model is correct.

T

F

4. Changes in nature do occur, and the process of natural selection does operate.

T

F

5. According to the Second Law of Thermodynamics, mutations gradually diminish until stability is achieved.

T

F

6. The size of the jawbone and teeth can help scientists determine what a specimen ate.

T

F

7. The Neanderthal Man was first discovered in Africa.

T

F

8. The bones of the Java Man were finally determined to be those from apes and a modern man.

T

F

9. The use of the term “circa” indicates that historians and archaeologists are sure of the date of a particular
object or civilization.

T

F

10. According to the evolutionary system, it was during the Paleolithic Age that man lived merely by hunting
and gathering, using the crudest of chipped-stone tools and weapons.

CHOOSE the best answer and write the corresponding letter in the blank. Each question is worth 5 points.
11. A flat-topped hill or mound that conceals the debris-covered ruins of ancient cities is known as a _?_.
a. civilization

b. table mound

c. tell

12. Which branch of science studies the earth and the distribution of plant and animal life on it?
a. biology

b. geography

c. paleontology

13. Fossils are _?_.
a. animal specimens collected by scientists
b. remains from ancient civilizations
c. remains or traces of animals or plants that have been preserved in the earth’s crust
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14. The two major explanations about the beginning of the earth are _?_.
a. Darwinism and punctuated equilibrium
b. special creation and evolution
c. theistic evolution and atheistic evolution
15. _?_ wrote On the Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection in 1859.
a. Charles Darwin

b. Dr. Eugene Dubois

c. Richard Leakey

16. It was discovered that some of the remains of the _?_ Man were chemically treated to make them
appear old.
a. Cro-Magnon

b. Peking

c. Piltdown

17. Who claimed to have discovered a “near man,” which was called an australopithecine?
a. Dr. Eugene Dubois

b. Dr. Louis Leakey

c. Dr. Oxnard
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18. The method of dating a civilization by studying its pottery is called _?_ dating.
a. carbon-14

b. potassium-argon

c. sequence

19. Artifacts are _?_.
a. remnants from destroyed cities
b. simple objects showing a person’s workmanship
c. the bones of ancient people that have been discovered by archaeologists
20. The idea that present-day geologic processes, acting more or less as they do at present, can explain how
rocks were slowly formed over long ages in the past is known as _?_.
a. creationism

b. stagnation

c. uniformitarianism
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